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In memoriam
� Jill Braithwaite died on 10 November, aged 71. Born Gillian Robinson, she studied lan-
guages at Westfield College, London University. She joined the Foreign Office on graduation and,
in 1959, married the diplomat Rodric Braithwaite. After their children had grown up, she took a
second BA in archaeology at the Institute of Archaeology, University College, London. She
became an expert on Roman face pots, interpreting material found at sites stretching from the
Black Sea to Spain and from the Mediterranean to Scotland. Her PhD thesis was published in
2007 as Faces from the Past.
� Aldo Crommelynck died on 22 December, aged 77. Crommelynck was born in Monaco, the
son of the Belgian playwright Fernand Crommelynck whose tragicomedy Le Cocu Magnifique
was the inspiration for a series of prints by Picasso. He served an apprenticeship in Paris under
the French printmaker Roger Lecourière and in 1953 produced a series of prints that won the Prix
Chardin. He mastered the techniques of intaglio, aquatint and etching. In 1955, he founded his
own atelier with his brothers, Piero and Milan, and worked for Le Corbusier, Arp, Giacometti and
Braque. He worked closely with Picasso, producing all 750 of his prints after 1961, including the
erotic “Series 347” and, after Picasso’s death in 1973, he went on to work for a new generation
of younger British and American artists, including Richard Hamilton, David Hockney, Howard
Hodgkin, Jasper Johns and David Salle. Jim Dine acknowledged his influence in his painting The
Crommelynck Gate, 1983.
� Jan Kaplický died on 14 January, aged 71. Born in Prague, Kaplický trained at the College
of Applied Arts and Architecture in that city and established his practice there in 1964. Following
the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968, he fled to Britain where he was employed by
Denis Lasdun and then by Richard Rogers (working with Renzo Piano on the 1971 design for the
Centre Pompidou). He also subsequently worked for Spence & Webster, Louis de Soissons and
Norman Foster. With David Nixon he formed his own practice, Future Systems, which designed
the media centre at Lord’s Cricket Ground, that won the RIBA Stirling Prize in 1999, and in 2003
the futuristic Selfridges shop in Birmingham’s Bull Ring.
� Olga Raggio died on 24 January, aged 82. Born in Rome, Raggio gained a diploma from the
Vatican library school in 1947, after which she took a PhD from the University of Rome in 1949.
The following year she joined the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, as a junior research
fellow, working her way up the ladder to become in 1971 the chairman of the department of
European sculpture and decorative arts, a position she held until her retirement in 2001. She was
responsible for the museum’s acquisition of two early works by the Berninis and a portrait bust
of Cosimo I de’ Medici by Baccio Bandinelli. She oversaw from 1986 to 1996 the conservation
of the Gubbio Studiolo, about which she wrote the first volume of The Gubbio Studiolo and Its
Conservation. She also directed the reassembly of the 16th-century Spanish Vélez Blanco Patio,
from its 2,000 constituent pieces. She curated several exhibitions, including “The Splendour of
Dresden”, 1978, “Treasures from the Kremlin”, 1979, and “The Vatican Collections: the Papacy
and Art”, 1983.
� Nick Terry died on 30 November, aged 61. Educated at Bilborough Grammar School,
Nottingham, Terry studied architecture at Bath University. He worked for various firms during his
career and worked twice for Building Design Partnership, from 1972 to 1975 and from 1990 to
2008. During the latter period, he rose from partner to director to chairman. Under his leadership
the firm was responsible for the redevelopment of the Royal Opera House, 1999, including the
reconstruction of the adjacent Floral Hall as the main foyer, and the Royal Albert Hall, 2003.
� John Updike died on 27 January, aged 76. Born in Reading, Pennsylvania, Updike attended
Harvard, graduating in 1954, and worked as a cartoonist for The Harvard Lampoon. In 1955 he
had a year’s fellowship at the Ruskin School of Drawing and Fine Art, Oxford, at which time his
first short story was published by The New Yorker. He went on to write a series of best-selling
and critically well received novels, including the “Rabbit” tetralogy, and he was also a prolific and
astute art critic, mainly reviewing exhibitions and books on American art for The New York Review
of Books. His essays were collected in Just Looking, 1986, and Still Looking, 2005 (p27).
� Dina Vierny died on 20 January, aged 89. Born in Kishinev (now in Moldova), her family
moved to France when she was a child. When she was 15 years old she began to model for
Aristide Maillol, then 73, a professional relationship that lasted ten years until the artist’s death
in 1944. An active member of the Resistance during World War II, she became a dealer in peace
time and in 1995 opened the Fondation Dina Vierny-Musée Maillol, furnished with her collec-
tion of works by the artist as well as by Degas, Kandinsky, Picasso and Duchamp.

Provenance
Bronze at British Museum may be loot

Drum stand now owned by Shanghai Museum but origins unclear

London
How Guernica nearly came back to Whitechapel
Former director Nicholas Serota tried to waylay it between New York and Madrid

LONDON. The centrepiece of the
Chinese bronzes exhibition,
“Treasures from Shanghai”, at
London’s British Museum
appears to have been illegally
excavated within the past few
years. However, it is now legiti-
mately the property of the
Shanghai Museum. The British
Museum show is the first time
the bronze has been exhibited.
Dating from 770-476 BC, the

drum stand is decorated with
three intertwined dragons. It
probably comes from the tomb
of a ruler, from a site that is
unknown to archaeologists, pos-
sibly in Shanxi Province. Other
important finds, such as musical
instruments, may well have been
looted from the tomb.
Shanghai curator Zhou Ya

points out that the example on
loan is “unlike anything else
known from China”. Only six
other bronze drum stands are
known: five were excavated by
archaeologists between 1978
and 2002 and one was acquired
by other means (now in the Poly
Art Museum, Beijing).
The Shanghai Museum has

not given details of when and

how the drum stand on show
in London was acquired. In
China, major antiquities from
illicit sources are sometimes
bought by the authorities for
museums, to prevent them being
smuggled abroad. However,
there are concerns that this

encourages illicit digging.
It is unclear whether the drum

stand falls within the British
Museum’s guidelines. Its loans
policy, approved last September,
states that the museum will “not
lend to any exhibition which
includes objects that have

been...illegally excavated” and
in requesting loans it observes
“the same principles”. However,
it could be argued that the fact
that the Shanghai Museum now
owns the item overrides
these considerations.
Nevertheless, concern has

been expressed over the loan.
Archaeologist Professor Colin
Renfrew, a British Museum
trustee until 2001, said last
month that “a little more due
diligence in this case might have
been useful”.
A British Museum spokes-

woman stressed that the drum
stand is “incontestably a
Chinese object, it left with
Chinese government approval,
and the loan was approved by
the Cultural Relics Bureau”, and
“we feel it is important to allow
the public access to this wonder-
ful object”. The museum said
that it is “not aware that the
object was illegally excavated”.
However, it does “deplore
illegal excavation and the loss
of archaeological context”.
“Treasures from Shanghai” runs
until 27 March.
Martin Bailey

LONDON. Following the decision
by the Polish-born artist Goshka
Macuga to bring the tapestry
version of Picasso’s Guernica to
the Whitechapel Gallery next
month (The Art Newspaper,
February 2009, p14), it is inter-
esting to note that Sir Nicholas
Serota—now director of Tate—
tried to bring the original to the
East End in 1980. Serota, then
director of the Whitechapel, sug-
gested that the painting should
stop in London on its return from
the Museum of Modern Art
(MoMA) in New York to the
Prado in Madrid.

Guernica was painted in 1937
after the bombing of the Basque
town. It was later exhibited at the
Whitechapel in January 1939, in
an artistic protest against
Republican atrocities, and Serota
tried to organise a reprise of the
pre-war show.
Picasso, who died in 1973,

always insisted that Guernica
should remain in New York until
democracy was restored in Spain.
Franco was head of state from
1936 until his death in 1975.

There were then prolonged nego-
tiations between MoMA and the
Prado about the work’s return.
Serota’s correspondence, now

in the Whitechapel’s archive, has
been shown to The Art
Newspaper. Dated 18April 1980,
his first letter was to Sir Roland
Penrose, a distinguished art his-
torian and close friend of
Picasso. Penrose had been a fre-
quent visitor to the artist’s
Parisian studio while Guernica
was being painted and he had
bought a related work, Weeping
Woman, 1937 (acquired by Tate
in 1987). It was Penrose who had
arranged the Whitechapel show-
ing in 1939.
Serota made his case to

Penrose: “Picasso is on every-
one’s mind at the moment, not
simply because of the large exhi-
bition [in Paris at the time], but
also because so much of his
work, especially the late work,

quite suddenly seems particular-
ly relevant for younger painters.”
He continued: “Once

Guernica returns from the Mu-
seum of Modern Art to Madrid
in a year or so, it will probably
not leave Spain again. And I
therefore wondered whether one
could not repeat in part the tour
of European capitals [1937-39].”
Penrose replied on 1 May,

saying that although it was “cer-
tainly a bright idea”, the painting
is in “a very fragile condition”.
Serota also got a British Council
contact, Margaret McLeod, to
raise the matter with the Prado
on a visit to Madrid in early May.
She responded that it is “extraor-
dinarily fragile”.
Serota flew out to New York

for the opening of MoMA’s
Picasso retrospective on 22 May
1980, to discuss the possible
loan with William Rubin, direc-
tor of painting and sculpture.
Last month Serota recalled the
response he received from
Rubin: “I’m really sorry, but it is
not going to happen.”
“If I had asked earlier—or if I

had been at the Tate—I might
possibly have had a better
chance,” said Serota, who
became Tate director in 1988. He
admits that the request was auda-
cious: “That’s how you had to
be. I was hoping the idea would
capture the imagination…if you
don’t try, you don’t succeed.”

Guernica returned directly to
Madrid on 10 September 1981,
going on display at the Prado. In
1992 it was transferred to the
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte
Reina Sofía. Despite calls for it
to go to the Basque country, it
has always remained in Madrid.
TheWhitechapel reopens on 5

April, after a £13.5m expansion
(see p31).Martin Bailey

An exhibition of photographs at London’s
Hellenic Centre depicting Athens after last
December’s riots was taken down the day after
the opening. The images, by Greek
photographers Spiros Christofi and George
Kasolas, were due to be on display from 14-30
January. “At the end of the opening night, the
director got in touch and said they wanted us to
take the images down and cancel the exhibition,”
said Christofi. “It is our impression that the work
was censored due to political reasons.” Christofi
and Kasolas had a contract with the venue to
show images of urban landscapes. They were
asked to send two examples of their work and a
brief description twomonths prior to the show, before they took this new set of photographs following
the December riots. “They gave us absolute freedom to select the images,” said Christofi. “When we
put the pictures up the day before the opening no one cared to comment on the subject. After the
opening night we were just told to remove all the images.” The Hellenic Centre, founded in 1994 to
promote Greek culture in the UK, would not comment on the reasons for the show’s cancellation. R.S.

Images of Athens riots taken down

Drum stand: from unknown tomb dating from 770-476 BC

Guernica at Whitechapel, 1939


